Simply Natural: Sized, trimmed and

kiln-fired only without protective glaze.
Lettering is not available. Ideal option for
DIY decorating.

kiln-fired and glazed only. This high-gloss
clear glaze seals the natural clay and
protects it from oil and dirt.

Custom Background with Natural
Clay White Imprint: Supply a fur, feather

Color Background with Natural Clay
White Imprint: Choose one color for the

impression background from color chart.
The imprint will remain natural clay white.

Custom Background with Color
Imprint: Choose the imprint(s) color from

or photo for color matching reference. The
impression will represent the coloring and
proportion of the reference supplied. The
imprint will remain natural clay white.

the color chart. Supply a fur, feather or
photo for color matching reference for
impression background. The impression
will represent the coloring and proportion
of the reference supplied.

Yin-Yang Pattern with Natural Clay
White Imprint: Choose two colors from

Yin-Yang Pattern with Color Imprint:

Pattern Background with Natural
Clay White Imprint: Supply fur or feathers

Pattern Background with Color
Imprint: Choose the imprint(s) color from

Lettering: Each personalized impression

Color Background with Color Imprint:

Choose one color from the color chart for
the imprint(s) color, then choose a second
color for the impression background.

the color chart or supply sample(s) for color
matching. The imprint will remain natural
clay white.
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Natural Clay White: Sized, trimmed,

the color chart. Supply fur or feathers for
color matching reference and supply one
photo for pattern matching reference.
If a specific area of pattern is preferred,
please indicate.

Choose the imprint(s) color from the color
chart, then choose two colors from the
color chart or supply sample(s) for color
matching.

includes name(s) free of charge. An extra
lettering charge is applied for additional
words, dates or phrases requested for
the front or back of the impression. Only
black or white raised glaze is available
for lettering.

peartreeimpressions.com

for color matching reference and supply
one photo for pattern matching reference.
If a specific area of pattern is preferred,
please indicate.

Please note:
Choosing an imprint color may hide
some of the textured detail captured
in the imprint. Also, if you choose
cream for imprint(s) color, it is very
similar to natural clay white.

